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Rationale: Donation after circulatory determination of death (DCDD) has the potential to increase the number of organs available for transplantation. Because consent and management of potential donors must occur before death, DCDD raises unique ethical and policy issues.

Objectives: To develop an ethics and health policy statement on adult and pediatric DCDD relevant to critical care and transplantation stakeholders.

Methods: A multidisciplinary panel of stakeholders was convened to develop an ethics and health policy statement. The panel consisted of representatives from the American Thoracic Society, Society of Critical Care Medicine, International Society for Heart and Lung Transplantation, Association of Organ Procurement Organizations, and the United Network of Organ Sharing. The panel reviewed the literature, discussed important ethics and health policy considerations, and developed a guiding framework for decision making by stakeholders.

Results: A framework to guide ethics and health policy statement was established, which addressed the consent process, pre- and post mortem interventions, the determination of death, provisions of end-of-life care, and pediatric DCDD.

Conclusions: The information presented in this Statement is based on the current evidence, experience, and clinical rationale. New clinical research and the development and dissemination of new technologies will eventually necessitate an update of this Statement.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This statement is designed to provide a framework to guide ethics and health policy considerations in adult and pediatric controlled donation after circulatory determination of death (DCDD) from the perspective of critical care medicine and the transplant subspecialties. This report addresses controlled DCDD. Although uncontrolled DCDD, or donation after an unexpected circulatory arrest, also raises many ethical issues, it is beyond the scope of this statement. We provide ethics and policy considerations on five aspects of controlled DCDD:

1. Consent

   a. When patients themselves have consented to organ donation, hospital critical care and organ procurement organization (OPO) representatives should respect the patient’s donation decision and provide this information to surrogate decision makers.

   b. After clinicians lead discussions with patients or surrogates about the decisions to withdraw life-sustaining therapies, discussions about DCDD should proceed promptly and be coordinated jointly by clinicians and OPO representatives.

   c. Consent for DCDD should be obtained by individuals with appropriate experience and training; these individuals’ organizational affiliations should always be disclosed clearly.
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2. Interventions
   a. Use of ante mortem interventions and medications should be disclosed to surrogates at the time of consent and identified as being administered solely for the purpose of organ donation. Separate consent might be required for some ante mortem interventions consistent with hospital policies or state/local laws and regulations.
   b. Ante mortem interventions are ethically appropriate if they contribute to good transplant outcomes and have a low chance of harming the prospective donor.
   c. Post mortem donor management interventions such as extracorporeal membrane oxygenation that may stimulate physiologic functions (i.e., cardiac or brain function) require further analysis to determine their clinical usefulness and ethical merit.

3. Determination of death
   a. Death can be declared after the cessation of circulation and respiratory function for 2 minutes.
   b. Information about how death will be determined should be provided to the patient or the surrogates.

4. End-of-life care
   a. Surrogates should be informed during the consent process regarding: (1) how and where life-sustaining therapies will be withdrawn, (2) the amount of time they can spend with their loved one post mortem, and (3) the possibility that the patient may not die within the time interval necessary for DCDD to occur.
   b. Hospitals that participate in DCDD should ensure that experienced personnel with competency in palliative care are available to participate in end-of-life care if needed.
   c. Hospitals that participate in DCDD should have a clear policy regarding how and where patients will be cared for if they do not expire within the time interval acceptable for donation.

5. Pediatric DCDD
   a. Although pediatric patients (under the age of 18 yr) cannot provide consent to their own donation, consent of the parent or of another legal surrogate can be used.
   b. The ethical principles related to consent, intervention, declaration of death, and end-of-life care in pediatric DCDD patients is similar to those for adults.

INTRODUCTION

With more than 21,000 deceased donor transplants performed in the United States each year, transplantation has emerged as an established intervention for patients with advanced organ disease (1). Based on the Organ Procurement Transplantation Network data as of April 15, 2011, 26% of listed solid organ transplant candidates were too sick to be transplanted or died while awaiting transplant. Because the supply of “traditional” donors after neurological determination of death is insufficient to provide organs for all patients who might benefit from transplants (2, 3), other sources of organ recovery are being actively explored. The Institute of Medicine’s review of current options available for obtaining additional transplantable organs has concluded that donation after circulatory determination of death (DCDD; formerly known as non–heart-beating organ donation or donation after cardiac death) is one of the most promising available options (4). Although the potential supply of DCDD donors would not be sufficient to eliminate the organ shortage, it does offer the potential to increase the number of deceased donor transplants by roughly 10% annually (5).

Controlled DCDD entails the recovery of organs after cessation of circulation among patients with severe neurological, neuromuscular, or pulmonary disease for whom decisions are made to forego further life-prolonging treatments. DCDD organs from such donors account for increasing proportions of solid-organ transplants in the United States and elsewhere (6). Although DCDD may promote fulfillment of patients’ intent to donate organs, DCDD raises unique ethical and medical considerations because: (1) consent for donation is always obtained before the declaration of death, and (2) several aspects of donor management geared toward ensuring organ viability must occur simultaneously with the provision of end-of-life care to dying patients.

Because the goal of recovering viable organs must occur together with maximum respect for the dying patient, a framework is needed to help establish DCDD protocols that mitigate these conflicts. To meet these needs, the American Thoracic Society Health Policy Committee developed this statement about the ethical and health policy considerations in DCDD, with representation from other critical care and transplant societies, including: Society of Critical Care Medicine, International Society for Heart and Lung Transplantation, Association of Organ Procurement Organizations, and United Network of Organ Sharing.

METHODS

The development of this Health Policy Statement was initiated by the Health Policy Committee at the American Thoracic Society. A further description of the idea development, framework development, and synthesis of the manuscript is described in the online supplement.

RESULTS

Underlying Ethical Principles

Three ethical principles frame our consideration of the DCDD health policy:

1. Acts that promote the opportunity to donate viable organs respect the patient’s potential interest in becoming an organ donor. In controlled DCDD, actions must be taken on living persons that are not primarily intended to promote their survival but rather are intended to benefit potential recipients awaiting organ transplantation. Such acts may be justified through their promotion of the donor’s legitimate interests in what becomes of their bodies after death (7).

2. The legitimacy of surrogate decision making for critically ill patients whose wishes are unknown extends to decisions regarding organ donation. Because critically ill patients frequently lack decisional capacity, surrogates have well-established roles in guiding decisions such as when to transition from curative to palliative care and when to withdraw or limit life-sustaining therapies. There are no compelling reasons that the legitimacy of a next-of-kin’s or legally appointed surrogate’s decision making should not also apply to choices regarding organ donation. Although this principle permits decisions to be made by a surrogate decision maker, it does not imply that the surrogate’s preferences ought to supersede a patient’s previously expressed preferences.

3. If real or perceived conflicts arise between the goals of providing optimal end-of-life care and the goals of procuring organs, delivery of quality end-of-life care should take priority. Organ procurement does not necessarily conflict with the provision of palliative care at the end of life. Because interventions intended to preserve organ function may respect the patient’s donation preferences, even invasive interventions may be consistent with patient-centered end-of-life care. However, real or perceived conflicts may arise. Such incipient conflicts ought to
be resolved through maximal attention to the patients’ expressed preferences for end-of-life care. Patients or their surrogates should be informed of how certain end-of-life treatment strategies may affect opportunities for donation before their initiation.

Consent Process

Throughout this document, we use the term “consent” to describe the active granting of approval to proceed with DCDD, whether this approval was granted by the patient ante mortem or by the patients’ surrogate perimortem. This term was used nearly universally when development of this statement began. Since that time, the Association for Organ Procurement Organizations has advocated use of the term “authorization” to describe this process. The rationale for using “authorization” is based in its accordance with gift law, which applies to many aspects of organ donation. There also may be ethical reasons to consider changing to authorization. However, the committee agreed that to make this change in terminology, further ethical analysis was necessary. Further assessment may be particularly important in the context of DCDD, where all decisions and some procedures occur ante mortem, and decisions to donate may affect the timing and location of the withdrawal of life support.

First-person versus surrogate consent. Consent for organ donation is necessary before DCDD, in part because the DCDD process may entail the alteration of a patient’s care plans to benefit others through organ donation (8, 9). Because organ procurement efforts may promote patients’ legitimate interests in becoming organ donors, patients’ previously expressed preferences for organ donation should be prioritized when they are known. Such “first-person consent” can take several forms: patients may register their desires to donate through the Department of Motor Vehicles donor registry, through an online donor registry, or by a durable power of attorney, or by explicitly stating their preferences in a living will or advanced directive.

Does the presence of first-person consent obviate the need to obtain consent for donation from surrogates? Legally, first-person consent is strongly championed in the Uniform Anatomical Gift Act, which grants the right for adults to make a donation decision before death and for donated organs to be recovered on that basis (10, 11). Under these laws, surrogates are not permitted to override a patient’s decision to donate (11, 12). Furthermore, because these laws do not make a distinction based on how death is declared, first-person consent has been interpreted as providing legal authorization for organ donation whether it occurs after a determination of death based on neurological or circulatory criteria.

The legal authority of first-person consent should not diminish intensive care unit (ICU) clinicians’ and OPOs’ sensitivity to the impact of organ donation on surrogates. Intensivists may have to manage conflicts regarding views on donation between the patients and their surrogates. For the majority of DCDD cases in which the patient cannot communicate preferences, families have an integral role because their consent for the withdrawal of life-sustaining therapy is required even if organ donation has been authorized through first-person consent. Further research is needed to better understand the effects of organ donation on family members’ bereavement and perceptions of the quality of end-of-life care after decisions to participate or not in the DCDD process.

ICU staff and OPO representatives should promote the patient’s wishes by informing families when patients have previously expressed consent to donation. For patients who are potentially suitable candidates for DCDD, donation should be presented to the surrogate after a decision to withdraw life-sustaining treatments. If patients have provided first-person consent for organ donation, those obtaining consent from surrogates for ante mortem procedures or withdrawal of support should consider using language that frames the conversation around a default assumption of donation. In circumstances of persisting disagreement, intensivists should seek to facilitate discussions between OPO representatives and surrogates. Ultimately, DCDD donation may not be possible if families are unwilling to consent to required ante mortem interventions or withdraw care at a time and location that does not support organ donation.

When should discussions regarding DCDD occur? There are several junctures during the course of critical illness leading to circulatory arrest when clinicians might notify the OPO and/or initiate discussions of donation with surrogates. As established previously (9, 13), the governing principle is that discussions with the patient and/or their surrogates regarding the withdrawal or limitation of life-sustaining therapy should occur before discussions of donation. A recent study indicated that such separation is required in the DCDD policies of 89% of pediatric hospitals (14); those lacking such a formal requirement should consider its adoption.

However, in all cases for which donation may be medically possible, patients or surrogates should be afforded the opportunity to discuss the full range of risks and benefits of withdrawing or limiting therapies, including the effects of these decisions on opportunities to donate. Thus, ICU clinicians should strive for timely notification of OPO representatives, defined as notification within 1 hour of identifying an impending death or decision to withdraw or limit life-sustaining therapy. This process may increase the time available to evaluate a patient’s medical suitability for donation and to relay information about the opportunity to donate to families. In addition, timely notification may both improve the quality of consent and increase the proportion of eligible donors (15). As each case is unique, hospital clinicians and OPOs should collaboratively develop a family communication plan on a case-by-case basis to assess the best time to engage surrogates in donation discussions.

Who should obtain surrogate consent? The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services requires that the person obtaining consent for organ donation be either an OPO representative or a “designated requestor”—a hospital employee who has completed an OPO-approved training program (16). Some hospitals, typically those with level I trauma centers, have dedicated OPO staff on site who seek consent for donation (17). Similar to donation after neurologic determination of death, there are strong reasons to support the underlying concept that persons involved in DCDD discussions should be capable of disclosing information accurately, interacting compassionately with grieving families, and answering all relevant questions.

Skill, compassion, knowledge of donation processes, and having dedicated time are keys for an optimal process and successful outcome. Regardless of who coordinates consent discussions, potentials for conflict exist. When members of the ICU team lead consent discussions, there is potential for real or perceived conflicts between loyalty to the dying patient and duties to promote the social goal of increasing the supply of life-saving organ transplants (18). Similarly, OPO employees have interests in and responsibilities for increasing organ donation and transplantation. Therefore, individuals who seek consent for organ donation should always clearly disclose their organizational affiliation as well as their role in the donation process (19). Because it may be impossible to remove such potential conflicts entirely, optimal requestors will be those persons who are able to be transparent and are best able to relay information to families in a comprehensive, compassionate, and even-handed manner.
Interventions

Many invasive and noninvasive ante mortem interventions are commonly performed within the context of DCDD protocols. These often include the ante mortem administration of medications such as heparin to prevent the formation of emboli, vasodilators to improve organ perfusion, bronchoscopy to rule out infection, placement of a nasogastric tube to decompress the stomach, or the placement of arterial and/or venous cannulae for rapid access at the time of death. Before death, the patient may be prepped and draped for surgery and/or be moved to a new location, such as the operating room, for the withdrawal of life-sustaining treatments, dependent on individual hospital policies. Compassionate end-of-life care is still provided along with any treatment or medications the attending physician would routinely order without the DCD process in place. After the declaration of death, other interventions may be implemented, such as the administration of preservative solutions or use of extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) to augment oxygen delivery (20–22).

Some physicians and ethicists have suggested that interventions such as ECMO are inappropriate because they are intended to benefit potential organ recipients rather than the patient (23–25). We agree that the best interests of the patient must be prioritized at all times. However, promoting the patient’s wishes to donate organs may be consonant with the provision of high-priority medical care (26, 27). The following framework is intended to preserve a focus on the priorities of the dying patient, including first person consent to donate organs.

Ante mortem interventions. Ante mortem interventions are ethically appropriate if they contribute to good transplant outcomes and have a low chance of harming the prospective donor. Furthermore, OPOs should ensure that use of such interventions is consistent with local laws and institutional policies. Ante mortem procedures and interventions that are performed solely to promote the donation of optimal organs include: (1) moving the patient to a different location to withdraw life support, (2) administering heparin and/or vasodilators, (3) cannulating large vessels, and (4) performing bronchoscopy.

To improve organ viability, the patient may be moved to the operating room (OR) before the withdrawal process to reduce the recovery time for organs after death occurs. This process could affect the quality of the dying process. However, we believe that quality of end-of-life care may be preserved if families are provided with an explanation and prepared in advance that the withdrawal process will take place in the OR. In addition, families should be offered similar support during the withdrawal process as they would experience in the ICU, such as allowing personal items to be brought into the OR, turning off unnecessary monitoring devices, and offering spiritual and palliative care support.

Heparin is often, but not always (28), administered before the cessation of circulation to prevent thrombosis. Although there is some concern that administration of heparin may pose a risk to some patients (25), the actual risks are likely to be exceedingly low given the short time to expected death (29, 30). Thus, with surrogate consent, the administration of ante mortem heparin is ethically permissible; the timing of its administration should comply with local laws and hospital policies.

Similarly, use of vasodilators is ethically acceptable given the same rationale. As with all ante mortem interventions, their use should be disclosed to families as care processes explicitly intended to facilitate organ donation.

As another example, if DCDD lung donation is under consideration, diagnostic bronchoscopy pre and perhaps post mortem after reintubation may usefully distinguish among organs of varying viability. As the risks of a diagnostic bronchoscopy are minimal for the patients, this intervention is also ethically acceptable if clinicians believe it will contribute to good transplant outcomes and the rationale for bronchoscopy is disclosed to the surrogate.

Post mortem interventions. After the declaration of death, the use of several post mortem interventions has generated controversy because they may have the potential to reinitiate some physiologic functions. For example, most experts recommend that prospective lung donors be reintubated after declaration of death to promote organ viability (31–34). Such interventions are unlikely to result in reinitiation of circulation and/or peripheral oxygen delivery. In contrast, the use of ECMO after the declaration of death causes reinitiation of circulation and may stimulate brain or other organ functions. Use of ECMO in ways that clearly restore cerebral circulation is ethically and legally problematic (23). In some centers, ECMO is used for DCDD donors with occlusion of the thoracic aorta to reduce the chances of restoring cerebral circulation (21, 22). Despite this experience, the authors could not reach consensus on whether this use of ECMO is appropriate when using circulatory criteria for determining death. Therefore, ECMO in this setting requires further analysis to determine its clinical usefulness and ethical merit.

Declaration of Death

A central ethical and legal challenge in DCDD is to determine the timing of death for patients who die after the withdrawal of life-sustaining treatment. This is important because established ethical and legal standards subscribe to the “dead donor rule,” which states that removal of organs for transplantation must not precede the death of the organ donor. Defining the timing of death is also important because the duration of ischemia before organ recovery is closely related to the viability and quality of transplantable organs.

From a biological perspective, dying is a process that occurs over a continuum of time. But in the context of DCDD, the tension between the need for both “live organs” and a “dead donor” has required the development of very explicit criteria for declaring the “moment” of death, despite the absence of a biological basis for this degree of precision.

In the United States, death is defined as the irreversible cessation of either neurological or circulatory function (35). Several consensus documents state that permanent cessation of circulatory function may be declared when circulation has ceased for an interval between 2 and 5 minutes.

An important conceptual question is whether 2 minutes of circulatory cessation is sufficient to know that the loss of circulation is “irreversible,” as required by law. Some argue that because the patient could be resuscitated after a lack of circulation for 2 minutes, the loss of circulation is not irreversible (36–39). Others argue that this point is irrelevant, because the DCDD donor or surrogate has explicitly refused any attempts at resuscitation as part of the decision to withdraw life support and that spontaneous return of circulation is likely very rare after an interval of 60 to 75 seconds (20). In addition, a systematic review of the available literature showed that autorevasculation, as defined by unassisted return of circulation, has not been reported to occur after withdrawal of life support in adults or children (20, 40, 41).

Importantly, although a philosophical debate exists regarding declaration of death in DCDD cases (42, 43), the committee supports DCDD as it is currently practiced. Specifically, if the patient or surrogate understands the circumstances of the determination of death, all members agreed that after 2 minutes of
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Pediatric DCDD

Similar to experiences of adult clinicians, DCDD can be ethically 
challenging for pediatric clinicians (45, 47, 52). Issues related to 
the end-of-life process need to be addressed clearly and early in 
DCDD discussions with the family to ensure that parents can be 
with their children at the time of death (14, 53). Further discus-
sion of special considerations of DCDD in pediatric donors is 
considered in the online supplement.

Future Research Directions

There are several outstanding issues related to the ethical and 
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numbers of ICU beds are likely to care for a substantial number 

DCDD and the Provision of End-of-Life Care
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of potential DCDD donors (56), it is uncertain whether sufficient experience will accumulate at other institutions to enable adequate performance of this complex, multidisciplinary process. Addressing such questions at the policy level is essential given the current shortages of appropriately trained critical care personnel and the fact that these shortages will only worsen as critical care demand increases with an aging population.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, this statement represents the collaborative framework of the American Thoracic Society, Society of Critical Medicine, International Society for Heart and Lung Transplantation, Association of Organ Procurement Organizations, and United Network of Organ Sharing regarding ethical and policy issues surrounding adult and pediatric DCDD. For those without existing first-person consent, we believe that consent of the surrogate for DCDD should be made after the decision to withdraw life support occurs. If first-person consent for donation exists, the discussion regarding the DCDD process should occur in a manner that offers the best collaborative plan to carry out the donation while supporting the family and donor’s wishes. Consent should be obtained by individuals who are appropriately trained and should include specific discussion of the types of interventions that may be performed to promote successful organ transplantation as well as the process for declaring death. The committee supports the ability of physicians to declare death after 2 minutes of absent circulatory function, which we define as mechanical asystole. DCDD can occur successfully in children, and issues regarding consent (except that first-person consent is not applicable to the pediatric population), the use of ante mortem interventions, and the determination of death rest on similar principles as do those in adults. Finally, we recommend that hospitals participating in DCDD establish local DCDD protocols that incorporate guidelines for determining death and use of ante mortem interventions that are consistent with this framework and local or national laws.
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